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the gRiP table is a new design inspired by tightrope walkers 
who balance by means of a long pole – thus gravity challenging  
balance. 

gRiP gets more stable the more weighted it becomes. gravity 
becomes a fellow player in the locking construction with which 
the table is assembled. 

the position of the table legs can easily be changed depending 
on the requirements of each situation.

at the centre of the table structure there is a strong floating beam 
which has the unique ability of creating a long freestanding table.

grip
Design by Troels grum-schwensen



Minimalistic in its expression, DRy is a very “silent” chair which can 
easily match any architectural surroundings without disturbing it 
and without demanding too much attention. 
DRy’s modest idiom – its visually very thin “folded” plane pure shell 
with the “backbones” of construction clearly shown on the back 
side – gives it both clear identity and futuristic character.

dry
Design by Komplot



sala
Design by Hans Thyge

the latest version of the successful sala chair is actually a quite 
new chair. it still has the airy and elegant look of the floating back 
dynamically pushing the chair forward, but the structural base has 
been developed all from zero.

it is a timeless design, which has now been made into a swivel chair 
for the educational sector.
We have developed a new aluminium base, which carries strong 
reference to the bolts that hold the back. the holes around the 
gas cylinder look like a nice necklace decoration which gives a very 
feminine and light approach, combined with the strong dynamic 
lines you get a chair which is both simple and easy and with a com-
plex interesting  design.
 



 

PURE
 Design by Thore lassen

functional in all ways. 
fascinating from all angles.

One glance at the PuRe chair and you sense that this is not just 
any other new chair. it sets a new standard.With its original design 
characte rised by intuitive and optimum exploitation of the sculp-
tural proper ties of the PuR-material, the PuRe chair not only offers 
a carefully  developed ergonomic design and functionality but also 
an exclusivity not normally encountered in this segment. the pleas-
antly soft and silky surfaces on the distinctive seat and the curved 
back, combined with the inspiring colour choices transform the 
chair into something extraordinary – both in terms of user comfort 
and visual appearance.

the choice of materials, combined with uncompromising produc-
tion techniques, create a platform where sturdiness, wearability 
and easy maintenance naturally blend together as integral parts of 
the convin cing design of the chair.

pure
Design by Thore lassen

Flex – the flexible table
flex is a complete range of tables for conference, seminar 
and assembly rooms as well as canteens and auditoriums. 
the diver sified flex table with its flexible construction is the 
perfect solution in multipurpose areas serving many purposes, 
many people and many different demands. beautiful, simple, 
flexible!
flex is available in two versions: fixed table and folding table. 
both versions may be supplied with cylindrical, tapered or 
square legs.

Flex light
With flex light it is now even easier to reconfigure your folding 
table. this table is approx. 33% lighter than the standard flex 
table – e.g. a 160x80 flex light table is 12 kg lighter than the 
normal table.

flex
Design by Thore lassen & søren Nielsen



cirkum
Design by Troels grum-schwensen

kyoto
Design by ayoe Vallentin

must
Design by Thore lassen & søren Nielsen

One plus one is … one
No – this is not a mistake. On the contrary. it is the only right answer. 
from being two separate competent companies, Randers and  
Radius has now become one. it does not mean that there is less of 
everything. actually it means that the company is now able to offer 
a complete range of furniture for a wide variety of situations such 
as canteens, reunions, conferences and educational facilities. in 
our new product range, we focus on ergonomics, durability, func-
tionality and excellent design.

room for development  and creativity
two minds work better than one and alternative thinking has 
 always characterized the two companies which create a solid base 
for even more innovative products and solutions.   it also means 
that Randers+Radius continues its tradition for exiting high quality 
 design. even though furniture design and production  is not pure 
fantasy and airy ideas, it should very well appear so. the design 
must be innovative but long lasting. Quality and finish must be 
 supreme.

randers + radius

pure bar
Design by Thore lassen

for more information or further products please visit our website
www.randersradius.dk

rail
Design by Thore lassen & søren Nielsen

sala
Design by Hans Thyge

sharp bar
Design by Thore lassen

the employees at Randers+Radius are highly motivated by this 
new company structure and combined with a strong relationship 
to our customers, suppliers and skilled partners, we are look-
ing  forward to maintaining and extending our product range and 
 market  position.

Niels Kastrup and lars andersen 
Management, Randers + Radius

One plus one is … one.
No, this is not a mistake.
On the contrary. 
it is the only right answer.

Niels Kastrup & lars andersen

rf1
Design by Foster and partners


